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Wordpress

Wordpress
Wordpress is a content management system (CMS) that began its development in 2003 is currently at
version 4.8. It is the most widely used software for blogs and websites based on free software
We can consider it a software mature a bit more unstructured than Drupal but with more people
involved, and also something more focused on getting business.

Requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mysql server
Apache or Ngix Server
Linux
php

Comparisons with similar:
1. Pros:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Easy installation
Automatic updates
Thousands of plugins.
Great documentation.
Easier to webadmin not experts. (auto update)
Most programmers know what it is.
Text editors wyswyg
Auto-save timing of the article as a draft

1. Cont:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Most of the plug-in are the of payment and/or non-free software.
All content types are equal.
More diﬃcult for security.
php is out of fashion.
More maintenance.

Rating: [6/9]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

LAST UPDATE: 21 June 17
PLUGINS/MODULES: YES
DESCENTRALIZED: NO (only on server)
DISTRIBUITED: NO
CONSUMPTION:
KISS: YES
DOCUMENTATION: YES https://wordpress.org/about/
4 FREEDOMS FS: YES GPL2.0
CONTROL VERSION: YES https://core.trac.wordpress.org/
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Used in FairCOOP in:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

getfaircoin.net
bankofthecommons.coop
freedomcoop.eu
use.fair-coin.org
galiza.fair.coop
catalunya.fair.coop
rhizome.fair.coop
cba.fair.coop
cloud.fair.coop
dev.fair.coop
www.usefaircoindev.fair.coop
Are the next in the ecosystem?:
society.coop
callcenter.coop
derechoderebelion.net
disobedience.eu
enricduran.cat
incom.coop
integrarevolucio.net
occupybanking.net
radi.ms
rebelaos.net
retorn.net

- How we use it:
1. Currently, there is No methodology maintenance and development.
2. A proposal would be that the WP needed and agreed to fair.coop are multisite with the
commission Tech support themes and modules to use. The rest who try to meet their needs and
monitor that they are not outdated, nor vulnerable to, but the work should be done by them or
you ask us to do so.
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